
June 2021 Study Guide  

We are all hopeful for a non-interrupted season, good attendance at face to 
face summer camps and some semblance of normal officiating lives.  Camps 
begin at Colquitt County High School July 17, 2021. It is time for study. 
Making things easier this year is the relative FEW rules changes. I am not 
certain a new rule or case books will be published- perhaps just a short 
synopsis as part of usual NFHS preseason publications. This month we 
extend into Rule 7- like we did last year. Just Rule 7. This rule does several 
things:

1.  Sets the line of scrimmage parameters
2.  Defines legal numbering as related to certain formations, motion, 

               shifts
3.  Defines all rules pertaining to the passing game- an increasing 

               portion of every game

At the end of this will be representative type questions you will see on Part 
II.  They are culled from old Part II tests- some may be duplicates from prior 
study guides or even repeated within this guide if I don’t catch it. Go with 
the flow….I am trying to make things easier for group study and discussion.

Rule 7-1

This rule describes the process PRIOR to the snap.  It is not officiating down 
time!!

7-1-3: What limits are on the snapper once he has placed his hands on the 
            ball? 

7-1-4:  Illegal snaps and snap infractions are DEAD BALL FOULS. What 
            are types of illegal snaps?  Who is most responsible for recognizing 
            them? 

7-1-7:  Examples of a false start.  Discuss what distinguishes a shift from a 
            false start

  
The casebook discussion of these is quite weak.  Recommend Reddings 
Study Guide Chapter 3 on the requirements for the line of scrimmage.
Remember from 2020:  A false start is a five yard penalty and to equalize 



this the NFHS implemented that ANY action by the defense- movement or 
verbal- meant to cause the offense to false start was illegal and also a five 
yard penalty.  What is the signal for this penalty?  Discuss examples of these 
so called “ disconcerting acts “.

Rule 7-2

This rule is loaded. Numbering exceptions for certain downs, formations 
along with how the definitions of linemen and backs are applied.  Recall the 
emphasis on legal and illegal formations last year. Some critical elements:

A.  On fourth down the snapper may be any number and positioned 
                anywhere on the line of scrimmage- even the end. 

B.  First, second or third down kicks things are very technical. There 
                is an important distinction here and is based on the type of 
                formation used.

Scrimmage kick formation with a holder: Snapper may be 
                    any number but must be between the ends. There still must 
                    otherwise be four players numbered 50-79.

Punting on first, second or third down:  Must be five players 
                    50-79. There is no designation of where the snapper may be or 
                    what number. 

Rule 7-5

The legal forward pass is defined. What are examples of illegal forward 
passes?  (Table 7-5-2)   Remember it is legal to spike the ball to stop the 
clock from the shotgun formation. But there are restrictions- what are they? 
(7-5-2 EX)

7-5-3:  Where is an illegal forward pass penalized from?  Who is 
             responsible for making this call- routine plays?  Goal line? 

7-5-4:  Note that an illegal forward pass may also be a completed pass, 
            advanced and downed either in or out of bounds. This effects clock 
            management.

7-5-5:  Definition of incomplete pass. Study this with the definition of a 
            catch in Rule 2.
7-5-6:  What defines pass eligibility for Team A and B?



7-5-7,8,9:   Pass interference restrictions apply only beyond the neutral 
                 zone.    When do they start and end for each team?

7-5-10,11:  What pass interference is and isn’t

7-5-12:  In 2020 better definitions were crafted for the ineligible downfield. 
A.  Team A linemen may not advance beyond the expanded 

                          neutral zone on a legal forward pass play BEFORE the ball 
                          in flight crosses the neutral zone. If Team B touches the ball 
                          in or behind the neutral zone these restrictions are off. 

Enforcement of the foul or violation possibilities in the passing game is quite 
varied.  Table 7-5 outlines the various enforcements. 

Questions

Pass Interference
1.  QB throws a screen pass in the direction of the fullback. While the ball is 
     in flight a blitzing linebacker blocks the fullback above the waist and 
    from the front taking him to the ground. The pass falls incomplete.  The 
    Team A coaching staff insist that pass interference has occurred but the 
    crew disagrees. The crew is correct. 

A.  True
B.  False

Enforcement-Basic Spot 
2.   The QB runs two yards past the neutral zone and throws completed 
       pass to an eligible receiver.  The Line Judge holding the line of 
       scrimmage flags an illegal forward pass.  The basic spot for 
       enforcement of this foul would be the previous spot as this was a loose 
       ball play. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Pass Eligibility
3.    An eligible receiver runs a sideline pattern and accidentally steps on the 
       sideline as he turns in for a pass thrown in his direction a defender 
       drives through his back prior to the ball arriving.   In stepping out of 
       bounds the receiver has ended his eligibility and this cannot be pass 
       interference. 



A.  True
B.  False 

Numbering Exception
4.    Team K attempts a field goal in overtime on THIRD down with four 
       seconds left.  They send out their scrimmage kick team with the 
       following  line formation:

     77 21 40 55 85 
       The snapper is number 40. The officials set the ball ready for play and 
       the kick is good.  This was a legal formation. 

A.  True
B.  False  

Snap Infraction
5.    The snapper has his hand on the ground next to the ball after the ready 
       for play.  He has not yet touched the ball.  He rises to point out blocking 
       assignments.  This is a false start.  

A.  True 
B.  False 

                          neutral zone. 

Pass  Fundamentals
6.  Concerning  passes and their fundamentals which statement is FALSE:

A.  Eligible receiver A34 runs a route and accidentally steps on 
                          the sideline and then hooking inside to receive a forward 
                          pass. After stepping on the sideline A34 is still eligible. 

B.  A forward pass interference foul can only occur beyond the 
                          neutral zone 
                    C.  Defensive pass interference carries a fifteen yard penalty 
                          plus an automatic first down

D.  A handed ball is not a pass

 Motion
 7.  Team A breaks their huddle and all eleven players are set for two 
       seconds when running back A30 begins motion away from the line of 
       scrimmage after coming out of his three point stance. During his 
       movement the ball is snapped.   This is legal movement.

A.  True
B.  False



Numbering Exception
8.    Score is tied.  Team K calls a time out with four seconds left in the 
       game.  At the conclusion of the time out Team K sends out their field 
       goal team on second down.  The snapper is number 40 with the 
       remaining line formation:
       94 78 65 40 75 62 80
 

           Holder
 K

      
        The ball is set, declared ready for play and the kick is good.  The game 
        is declared over.  The crew officiated this correctly.

A.  True
B.  False

Encroachment
9.    After a penalty administration the snapper has placed both hands on the 
       ball with both teams at the line of scrimmage.  The Referee has not yet 
       blown the ready for play when a defensive lineman steps across the 
       neutral zone and then back to his side of the zone.  This is 
       encroachment. 

A.  True 
B.  False  

Numbering Exception
10.  Team K attempts a try using the following formation:

83 70 67 40 53 82 86 41 
                                                        Holder

     K
   
       The ball is blown ready for play, the center places hands on the ball and 
       Team K shifts leaving seven on the line of scrimmage but tight end 41 
       has shifted into the backfield leaving number 86 on the end of the line.      
       Number 86 is now an eligible receiver

A.  True
B.  False 

Pass Eligibility



11.  The left offensive tackle, ineligible at the snap, catches a low forward 
       pass deflected off the helmet of the left guard.  This is a legal play and 
       the ball may be advanced. 

A.  True
B.  False

Pass Fundamentals
12.  Concerning passes and their fundamentals which statement is FALSE:

A.  A forward pass interference foul can only occur beyond the 
                          neutral zone

B.  There can be no pass interference or ineligible downfield if 
                          the pass does not cross the neutral zone. 

C.  A player that is eligible at the snap may become ineligible 
                          later in the down

D.  A pass thrown after change of possession during the down 
                          is an illegal forward pass

Numbering Exception
13.  Team K attempts a try.  The ball is marked ready for play and Team K 
       lines up in a balanced line scrimmage kick formation:

80 67 48 40 50 64 81

     Holder
     K 

       The ball is spotted, declared ready for play and the snapper number 40    
       places his hand on the ball. The left guard number 48 legally shifts to 
       the right side of the formation outside the tight end putting 48 on the 
       end of the line of scrimmage. The snap is fumbled and the holder 
       throws a forward pass into the end zone caught by number 48. The 
       officiating crew  flags Team K for illegal touching and ineligible 
       downfield.  This crew is correct.

A.  True
B.  False

Illegal Forward Pass
14.  There cannot be ineligible linemen downfield on an illegal forward 
       pass.



A. True

Case Play- Illegal Pass
15.  Quarterback of Team A rolls into his end zone and fumbles there.  The 
       ball rolls out to the one yard line and is motionless when a Team B 
       player attempts to recover and muffs the ball into the end zone.  The 
       Team A quarterback recovers the ball in the end zone and under         
       pressure throws a pass into an area where there are no eligible receivers. 
       He is flagged for intentional grounding.  The result of this play is a 
       safety.

A.  True
B.  False

Case Play- Pass Interference
16.  The tight end is covered up on the line of scrimmage by a split receiver 
       and initially remains and blocks.  Seeing his QB is under pressure he 
       releases and goes downfield.  The pass is thrown in his direction. Prior 
       to the arrival of the ball the nearest defender contacts the tight end by 
       stepping in front and then back into the intended receiver with little to 
       no force.  The pass falls incomplete.  Neither player involved touches 
       the ball.  The result of this play:

A.  Pass Interference
B.  No foul on either team 
C.  Ineligible receiver downfield
D.  Offsetting penalties 

Passing Fundamentals 
17.  Concerning passes and their fundamentals which statement is FALSE:

A.  Team A is limited to one legal forward pass per down
B.  Eligible receiver A80 runs a wheel route and is pushed by a 

                          defensive back and steps on the sideline. A80 no longer is 
                          an eligible receiver. 

C.  A pass thrown backwards out of bounds to stop the clock is 
                          legal.

D.  A forward pass interference foul can only occur beyond the 
                          neutral zone

Illegal Pass?
18.  Quarterback A10 receives a snap that bounces off the ground and 
       immediately spikes the ball to stop the clock.  In 2020 this is legal. 



A.  True
B.  False 

Numbering Exception
19.  Team K attempts a try with an offensive line as below:

88  85  71  40  27  71 90

Holder
K

        They use 88 as the snapper.  The snap is fumbled and the holder throws 
        a forward pass to 88 in the end zone for an apparent two point 
        conversion.  This is a legal.

A.  True
B.  False

Disconcerting Act
20.  A defender makes several verbal acts mimicking the offensive cadence 
       in an effort to cause a false start by the offense.  This remains an 
       unsportsmanlike penalty of fifteen yards. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Backward Pass
21.  In an effort to stop the clock the quarterback in a scramble throws a 
       backward pass that touches the ground and skips out of bounds.  This is 
       legal and the clock will start on the snap for the next play. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Pass Fundamentals 
22.  Concerning passes and their fundamentals which statement is TRUE:

A.  During an illegal forward pass eligibility rules still apply
B.  Forward pass interference foul can only occur past the 

                neutral zone 
C.  A pass thrown backwards out of bounds to stop the clock is 

                          an illegal pass
D.  The snapper can never be an eligible receiver



Illegal?
23.  Quarterback A10 in the shot gun receives a high snap that bounces off 
       his hands then helmet before he gains possession.  A10 may legally 
       spike the ball to stop the clock.

A.  True
B.  False

Numbering Exception
24.  Score tied.  The offense has a long gain with their runner going out of 
       bounds with 3 seconds remaining.  First and goal. They hurry their field 
       goal team onto the field with the following formation with #85 the 
       snapper:

58  85  71 50 55 77 82

                           Holder 
       Kicker

       The kick is good.  The Referee determines this is a legal play and the 
       game is over.  

A.  True
B.  False

Shift
25.  The offense breaks the huddle with all eleven players set for one 
       second.  Then the two halfbacks, A15 and A20, simultaneously go in 
       motion with A15 coming to a pause of one second prior to the snap.  
       A20 continues in motion until the snap.  This is an illegal shift. 

A.  True
B.  False

Legal? 
26.  The quarterback in the spread formation may spike the ball forward to 
       stop the clock if he has fielded the snap cleanly, is directly behind the 
       snapper and the snap has not touched the ground. 

A.  True
B.  False 

Shift



27.  The offense uses a wing-T formation.  The quarterback stands behind 
       the center and directs the left wing back to go in motion and this player 
       stays in motion until the snap. The quarterback then steps under center, 
       pauses for one second and then the snap occurs.  This is legal. 

A.  True
B.  False


